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Introduction	
IEP is proud to collaborate with Community College faculty and students interested in learning 
more about the peacebuilding field, in particular frameworks that foster and enable local 
peacebuilding. The following short paper describes the concept of Positive Peace and outlines 
Positive Peace workshops of short duration that can be facilitated by IEP, pro bono, as capacity 
permits.  

About	Positive	Peace	and	the	Positive	Peace	Framework.	
Positive Peace encompasses the attitudes, institutions and structures that create and sustain 
peaceful societies. It is different to the concept Negative Peace, which is defined simply the 
absence of violence or fear of violence. While Negative Peace should be strived for, Positive 
Peace is richer and is more representative of a society’s resilience to conflict, rather than a simple 
measure of conflict itself. While Negative Peace provides a useful “snapshot”, it tells us relatively 
little about the likelihood of future deteriorations in peace and even less about a country or 
society’s ability to prosper. Positive Peace therefore is a more tangible, actionable and forward-
looking concept and has been the focus of IEP research for over 15 years.  
 
The IEP Positive Peace Framework (PPF) has been derived empirically through statistical analysis 
and mathematical models and as such stands unique in the world of peace studies. It presents, 
in visually engaging form, the eight main qualities or “Pillars” that characterise peaceful societies: 
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These Pillars are interdependent, interrelated and interact with each other in complex ways. 
Relationships and flows prove more important than individual events, which can differ from more 
linear way we often view the world. Through the research, we see how excessive (even well-
intentioned and positive) shifts or changes to one Pillar can have a negative effect on the others, 
making the entire system more vulnerable to violent conflict. By contrast, research shows that 
countries, states and communities that have the most sustainable improvements in peacefulness 
do so by making very small, sustained improvements in all Pillars simultaneously. These 
improvements move from the local to the national, although, as with all systems, the reverse is 
also shown to be true.  
 
This systemic understanding of Positive Peace can have a transformative effect on the way we 
envisage peacebuilding, development, policy-making and social work more broadly. It shifts the 
focus from large scale single-Pillar interventions (that still characterize many socio-economic 
development initiatives) to smaller, strength-based and more financially sustainable community-
centred actions that impact all Pillars simultaneously. It imbues the work with a systemic lens, 
somewhat discourages short-term “quick fix” projects and prioritises stakeholder participation, 
informed holistic decision-making and sound long-term multi-sectoral planning and investment. 

Using	the	Framework	
Over a period of 90 minutes, IEP can present the PP Framework and lead participants through a 
process of actionable self-reflection, using the Positive Peace Pillars as a lens through which to 
consider three basic questions: 
 

1. How does each Pillar of the Framework apply in the context of my College, community, 
or project? Although IEP named the Pillars in relation to the nation-state, the Pillar of 
Well-Functioning Government, as with others, is applicable at any level, from the 
planetary to the personal. This first question helps participants better situate the moving 
parts and boundaries of their system, and its place in large systems. This first step is key 
to identifying real-world, practicable and sustainable solutions later on. A system can be 
a social order such as a local community group, a project or even a physical construct such 
as a community center, school or hospital or penitentiary.  
 

2. Looked at through each Pillar, how does the system under consideration (community, 
organization or project) already contribute to building Positive Peace? A unique feature 
of Positive Peace workshops is that they start from a strength-based perspective. This 
approach helps build a sense of pride, brings participants closer together and grounds the 
framework in the day-to-day. It also eloquently speaks to the levels of resilience that the 
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system already has. This exercise can be especially impactful in conflict settings where 
excessive focus is often placed on Negative Peace. Lastly, being able to more clearly 
articulate the Positive Peace “value” of a community, organization or project can help 
increase visibility, mend relations and even help raise funds. 
 

3. Looked at through each Pillar, what further opportunities exist to build Positive Peace 
within the system? This arrives at the crux of the issue. Having situated themselves and 
recognised their existing impact on peace, participants are now in a position to identify 
potential gaps and brainstorm solutions that will further help build Positive Peace in their 
system. Importantly, they more concretely understand the need for a multi-Pillar 
(systemic), progressive approach. Ideas or actions can be folded into existing projects or 
new projects or ideas can be developed, often without the need for additional financing. 

 
An important takeaway from the exercise above is that the outcomes are completely self-
determined. It is not an external entity (in this case IEP) that develops or pushes a particular 
set of recommendations, rather it’s the “system” itself that seeks out new opportunities, in 
full respect of its own social norms and priorities. Potential workshops elements that 
participants can look at through the lens of Positive Peace include among others: 
 

• Systems: 
o Colleges, schools, departments and organizations  
o Specific projects or programs 
o The city or community where participants work and live  
o A country, nationally or at the sub-national level 

 
• Themes: 

o Democracy and political polarization, racial and economic equity, social 
mobility and cohesion, the role of law enforcement, Covid-19… 

o Education, community-led programming, public or organizational policy 
o Risk mapping and/or knowledge management 

 
To get the best value out of the training, participants (students and/or faculty) are encouraged 
to first complete the Positive Peace Academy, a free 2-hour online self-tutored introduction to 
Positive Peace developed by IEP.  
 


